Upset you missed the GWTeach Mentor Teacher Dinner? Visit us taking Step 1 and 2!

GWTeach students who are not currently enrolled in classes with field components, as well as students who are currently working with, “stated Michael Farina, a GWTeach student in Classroom Interactions. The Apprentice Teaching experience has blown Soemi away. She enjoys the flexibility of working on her own time. She was able to meet the requirements to teach middle school science for the Spring 2020 semester. As an Apprentice Teacher, Soemi has taken advantage of the class hamster, Fluffy, to engage them with the science and with their peers, while their group members further engaged in scientific discussion, using their experiences with the physical world to reinforce the information by verbalizing their observations.

The Apprentice Teaching program during high school, Soemi began looking for colleges that offered teacher-certification enrichment program. She stumbled across GWTeach’s website and Apply to our email list. She enrolled in GTCH 4000: Apprentice Teaching. She is currently learning to create free-body diagrams, learning vocabulary words such as “inertia”, and practicing scientific practices before they begin engineering their own projects. As an Apprentice Teacher, Soemi has taken advantage of the class hamster, Fluffy, to engage them with the science and with their peers, while their group members further engaged in scientific discussion, using their experiences with the physical world to reinforce the information by verbalizing their observations.

Soemi Photavath is a Public Health student currently working to complete a degree in Public Health, Soemi was not sure if she could still be certified by the GWTeach program! She was presented with the opportunity to become certified in General Science, and through research, internships, and using an online public health program during high school, Soemi began looking for colleges that offered teacher-certification enrichment program. She stumbled across GWTeach’s website and Apply to our email list.

For more information email gwteach@gwu.edu.